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Introduction

The Necsa–CEA co-operation agreement in the field of nuclear
science and technology covers few strategic areas such as:

Strategic R&D areas of co–operation:
I Research co–operation (e.g. collaborations, benchmark project)
I Technological exchanges (code and methods development)
I Training and capacity development (e.g. Msc, PhD, Post–Docs

etc)

A neutronic benchmark project for the core characterisation of
the SAFARI–1 research reactor has been established under
this collaboration framework.
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The project objectives

The main objectives of the projects as aligned to the Necsa
strategy and undertaken by Radiation and Reactor Theory are
as follows:

Objectives
I Code–to–code comparisons: established by comparing

eigenvalues, power distribution, using CEA–Necsa neutronic
codes

I Code–to–experimental measurements validation based on the
exiting SAFARI–1 experimental data, and

I Increase the in–house validation database as required to
achieve V&V of computational methodologies

I Provide training to the South African scientist in using CEA
neutronic codes
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CEA – Cadarache center

French Commission of Atomic & Alternative Energy (CEA)

I CEA has 10 centers in France,

I 6000 employees in the CEA Cadarache center

Collaboration & Training

I 100 PhD students, hosts about 150 – 200 researchers
per year

I INSTN center (Engineers, Technicians, students, etc)

The Reactor Studies Department (DER)

I has 6 groups each comprising of 3 – 4 subgroups

I applied research unit comprising about 200 employees

I Laboratory for Nuclear Projects (LPN)

Some of the major projects

I 100 MWth Jules Horowitz Reactor (JHR) MTR – 2016

I 1500 MWth Advanced Sodium Technological Reactor
for Industrial Demonstration (ASTRID).

I ITER – 2020 (plasma confinement 10 – 12 min)
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Neutronic benchmark

Calculations were performed at cold conditions (300K) for
fresh fuel assemblies. All CEA codes were based on
JEFF3.1.1 nuclear data library

The CEA codes
I APOLLO2: Deterministic neutron transport code
I CRONOS2: 2D/3D diffusion and transport

equation solver
I TRIPOLI4: Monte Carlo code (reference solution)

The codes used by Necsa
I In–house OSCAR–4 code system: Diffusion

neutron transport code based on JEFF2.2
I MCNP5: Monte Carlo code (reference solution)

based on ENDF/B-VII.0

SAFARI–1 core model in TRIPOLI4

Control rod and standard fuel assembly
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Some benchmark results

2D full core comparison: infinite multiplication factor relative to TRIPOLI4

Codes Library k∞
All Rods Out All Rods In

APOLLO2 JEF3.1.1 1.31095 (146) 1.05245 (559)
TRIPOLI4 JEF3.1.1 1.30843 1.04629

MCNP5 JEF3.1.1 1.30475 (-216) 1.04457 (-158)
ENDF/B–VII.0 1.30673 (-99) 1.04623 (-6)

CRONOS2 1.30887 (26) 1.04482 (-135)

Power distribution between APOLLO2 and TRIPOLI4
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Experience and lessons learnt

Codes application & development
I Benchmarking our own capabilities against the leading edge (CEA)
I Provided a wider scope for collaboration and exchange in code

development & application between CEA–Necsa neutronic groups

Personal development
I Ability to adapt, integrated and maintaining professional working

relationship under a completely different company culture and
relationship behaviour

I Provided an excellent opportunity for career development
I Build broader network of contacts and hence research opportunities
I Practical project management skills and proficiency in neutronic code

application
I Possible PhD project with CEA
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Conclusions

Some conclusion on the project work
I The CEA code system has been successfully adapted to

the SAFARI–1 reactor and results are very promising.
I The project certainly provided a wider scope for future

collaboration necessary for codes and method
development.

I Possible application of OSCAR–4 to French reactors (e.g.
OSIRIS research reactor) and CEA codes to SAFARI–1

Future work and improvements
I Burn–up calculations and 3D full core calculations
I Comparison between SAFARI–1 experimental data and

the OSCAR–4 code system
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Technical meetings and conferences

IGORR–2014 CNS workshop JHR workshop

ITER site CERN L’Aiguille du Midi
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THANK YOU

Laboratory of Nuclear Projects Team
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